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Mobility support is one of the most challenging issues in IEEE 802.11 networks. In the
proactive neighbor caching (PNC) scheme, when a mobile host is connected to an access
point (AP), its context (e.g. security association or QoS information) is propagated in ad-
vance to all of the AP’s neighbors to reduce handoff processing time. In this paper, we pro-
pose a selective neighbor caching (SNC) scheme, which propagates a mobile host’s context
only to the selected neighbor APs considering handoff patterns. Therefore, the SNC scheme
can reduce the message overhead on the links among APs. We evaluate the performance
of the SNC and PNC schemes in terms of the cache hit probability and the signaling cost.
Especially, we investigate the effect of mobility and cache size through extensive simula-
tions. The results reveal that the SNC scheme provides a comparable cache hit probability
while significantly reducing the signaling overhead in IEEE 802.11 networks. Moreover,
although the SNC propagates relatively a small number of contexts to neighbor APs, the
SNC scheme outperforms the PNC scheme when the cache size is small and the mobility is
low.

I. Introduction

Public wireless local area network (LAN) systems
based on the IEEE 802.11 standard [1] are becoming
popular in hot spot areas such as convention centers,
airports, campus, etc. Compared to other wireless In-
ternet services, public wireless LAN systems can pro-
vide high-speed Internet connectivity of up to 11Mbps
(IEEE 802.11b) or 54Mbps (IEEE 802.11a/g). Since
the IEEE 802.11 standard was originally designed for
an indoor network solution where hosts are stationary,
host mobility was not a critical issue. However, re-
cent works [2] [3] [4] [5] indicate that a mobile host
(MH) moves from one access point (AP) to another.
However, due to the lack of mobility support, there
is a significant disruption while performing handoffs.
Therefore, it becomes a vital issue to support host mo-
bility in IEEE 802.11 networks for seamless mobile
services (especially for real-time applications such as
voice over IP (VoIP) services).

Current the IEEE 802.11 standard provides a lim-
ited link layer handoff functionality for MHs. The
handoff procedure consists of scanning, authentica-
tion, and reassociation. As shown in [7], the hand-
off latency in the current IEEE 802.11 networks is not

∗The preliminary version of this paper was published in the
proceeding of IEEE International Conference on Communica-
tions (ICC) 2005, May 2005.

appropriate to support real-time multimedia applica-
tions, which require a handoff latency less than 50 ms
[6].

To reduce the handoff latency in IEEE 802.11 wire-
less networks, a proactive neighbor caching (PNC)
scheme was proposed in [8]. The PNC scheme
uses a neighbor graph, which dynamically captures
the mobility topology of a wireless network for pre-
positioning an MH’s context. The PNC scheme en-
sures that the MH’s context is always dispatched to all
of the current AP’s neighbors and thereby the handoff
latency is reduced. Here, the context contains infor-
mation regarding the MH’s session, quality of service
(QoS), and security association [15]. Experimental re-
sults show that the PNC scheme reduces the handoff
latency from 15.37 ms to 1.69 ms. Currently, the PNC
scheme is included in the Inter-Access Point Protocol
(IAPP) specification [16], which is a standard protocol
for the communications between IEEE 802.11 APs.

However, in the PNC scheme, an MH’s context
is propagated to all neighbor APs whenever a new
(re)association is created. Therefore, the PNC scheme
may result in high signaling overhead, especially
when there are a lot of MHs (or fast moving MHs)
in wireless networks. Furthermore, the previous mea-
surement studies [3] [4] indicate that even in the case
when there are a number of neighbor APs, mostly 3
or 4 APs are target points of the handoffs. Therefore,
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propagating the MH’s context to a subset of neighbor
APs is likely to be sufficient in most cases for seam-
less mobility.

In this paper, we propose aselective neighbor
caching (SNC)scheme, which generalizes the PNC
scheme by adding a concept ofneighbor weight. The
neighbor weight represents the handoff probability
from a given AP to each neighbor AP. Based on the
neighbor weight, the MH’s context is propagated only
to the selected neighbor APs (i.e. neighbor APs with
equal neighbor weights to or higher neighbor weights
than a threshold value). The neighbor graph and its
neighbor weights can be easily calculated from statis-
tics of the handoff patterns among APs (e.g. [12]).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the overview of the proactive
neighbor caching scheme. In Section III, the selec-
tive neighbor caching scheme based on the neighbor
weight is proposed. In Section IV, the optimal thresh-
old problem is formulated. Section V shows the simu-
lation results in terms of the cache hit probability and
signaling cost. In Section VI, we summarize the pre-
vious work for mobility support in IEEE 802.11 net-
works. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. Proactive Neighbor Caching
(PNC) Scheme

Figure 1 illustrates a topology of AP connectivity in
the PNC scheme. The AP (i.e.APC) located in the
center is the current AP that the MH associated with.
As shown in Figure 1, the neighbor APs have differ-
ent handoff probabilities (or weights). These weights
are not taken into account in the PNC scheme; how-
ever, they are depicted for comparison purposes with
the SNC scheme. In the PNC scheme, the MH’s con-
text is propagated to all neighbor APs when the MH
associates to the AP. In Figure 1, APs within the curve
receive the MH’s context in a proactive manner.

The mechanism of the PNC scheme is detailed as
follows [8]. First, a neighbor graph is constructed at
each AP in a distributed fashion and the MH’s context
is propagated to all neighbor APs based on the neigh-
bor graph. How to construct the neighbor graph is as
follows. First, define a undirected graphG = (V, E)
whereV = {ap1, ap2, ..., apn} is the set of all APs
and there is an edgee = (api, apj) betweenapi

andapj if they have a reassociation (or handoff) re-
lationship. Then,Neighbor(api) = {apik : apik ∈
V, (api, apik) ∈ E}, whereapik is thek-th neighbor
AP ofapi. The neighbor graph is automatically gener-
ated by the individual AP over time. Two methods can
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Figure 1: The PNC Operation

be used to make the edges (or to learn reassociation
relationships) in the neighbor graph. Firstly, when
an AP receives an IEEE 802.11 reassociation request
frame from an MH, the message contains the basic
service set identifier (BSSID) of the old-AP and hence
establishes the reassociation relationship between the
two APs. Secondly, the receipt of aMove−Notify
message from another AP via IAPP [16] also estab-
lishes the relationship between APs.

Several functions/notations used in the PNC
scheme are listed as follows:

1. Context(c): Denotes the context information of
a clientc.

2. Cache(apk): Denotes the cache data structure
maintained atapk.

3. Propagate Context(api, c, apj): Denotes the
propagation of the clientc’s context information
from api toapj . This can be achieved by sending
aContext−Notify message fromapi to apj .

4. Obtain Context(apfrom, c, apto): apto ob-
tains Context(c) from apfrom using an IAPP
Move−Notify message.

5. Remove Context(apold, c, apnghbr): apold

sends a Cache − Invalidate message to
apnghbr in order to removeContext(c) from
Cache(apnghbr).

6. Insert Cache(apj , Context(c)): Insert
Context(c) to the cache data structure at
apj and perform a least recently used (LRU)
replacement if necessary.
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The PNC algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. If
an MH associates to an AP, the AP propagates its con-
text to all neighbor APs (lines 2-6). When an MH
hands off to a new AP and its context is not in the
cache of the new AP, the new AP requests the context
to the old AP (lines 8-10). After receiving the context,
the new AP propagates the context to its all neigh-
bors (lines 11-13). After transferring context, the old
AP and its neighbors remove the MH’s context (lines
15-19). In each AP, an MH’s context is inserted to
the cache and the context may be replaced later on by
the LRU policy. More detailed operations of the PNC
scheme can be found at [8, 16].

Algorithm 1 PNC Algorithm (apj , c, api)
1: apj : the current-AP,api: the old-AP,c: the client;
2: if client c associates toapj then
3: for all api ∈ Neighbor(apj) do
4: Propagate Context(apj , c, api)
5: end for
6: end if
7: if client c reassociates toapj from apk then
8: if Context(c) not in Cache(apj) then
9: Obtain Context(apk, c, apj)

10: end if
11: for all api ∈ Neighbor(apj) do
12: Propagate Context(apj , c, api)
13: end for
14: end if
15: if client c reassociates toapk from apj then
16: for all api ∈ Neighbor(apj) do
17: Remove Context(apj , c, api)
18: end for
19: end if
20: if apj received Context(c) fromapi then
21: Insert Cache(apj , Context(c))
22: end if

III. Selective Neighbor Caching
(SNC) Scheme

Figure 2 illustrates a neighbor graph with the hand-
off probabilities in the SNC scheme. Similarly to the
PNC scheme, an AP in the SNC scheme proactively
propagates the MH’s context to neighbor APs. How-
ever, the AP sends the MH’s context only to its neigh-
bor APs whose handoff probabilities are equal to or
higher than a pre-defined threshold value. Suppose
the threshold value is 0.2. In Figure 2, among all five
neighbor APs, three APs within the curve are selected
to receive the context. Namely, the other APs whose
handoff probabilities are less than0.2 do not receive
the context. Hence, if the MH moves to an AP not re-
ceiving the MH’s context, the cache miss occurs and
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Figure 2: The SNC Operation

results in a longer handoff latency. Overall, by adjust-
ing the threshold value, the SNC scheme can balance
the tradeoff between the signaling traffic and the hand-
off latency. Note that if the threshold value is zero, the
SNC scheme becomes equivalent to the PNC scheme.

In the SNC scheme, an AP assigns the neighbor
weight (or handoff probability) to each edge in the
neighbor graph. After then, the AP propagates the
MH’s context only to the selected neighbors with
equal to or higher neighbor weights than a predefined
value (δ). The neighbor weight can be easily obtained
through the construction procedure of the neighbor
graph and it is recorded in theweight tabledenoted
by W = [wi(j)], wherewi(j) is the neighbor weight
from api to apj .

Let Ci(j) be the number of handoff events fromapi

to apj during a monitoring interval. Then,wi(j) is
calculated as follows.

wi(j) =
Ci(j)∑

all neighbor k
Ci(k)

Based on the above calculation, when the context
propagation is required, the current AP selects neigh-
bor APs meeting the following condition:

wi(j) ≥ δ

where δ is the predefined threshold value.
After selecting the neighbor APs, the current
AP propagates the MH’s context to the se-
lected APs. To implement the SNC scheme, a
new function, Update Weight(api, apj) is added.
Update Weight(api, apj) is performed in two cases:
(1) whenapi receives aMove − Notify message
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from apj , and (2) whenapj receives a reassociation
request frame from the MH.

7. Update Weight(api, apj): Update the weight ta-
ble by re-calculating the neighbor weight (wi(j))
atapi andapj .

Algorithm 2 describes the procedure for the
SNC scheme. In line 24, the context in-
formation of the client c is invalidated after
Remove Context(apj , c, api) whereas the neighbor
weight remains in the weight table.

Algorithm 2 SNC Algorithm (apj , c, api)
1: apj : the current-AP,api: the old-AP,c: the client;
2: if api receives aMove − Notify message fromapj

or apj receives a reassociation request framethen
3: Update Weight(api, apj)
4: end if
5: if client c associates toapj then
6: for all api ∈ Neighbor(apj) do
7: if wj(i) ≥ δ then
8: Propagate Context(apj , c, api)
9: end if

10: end for
11: end if
12: if client c reassociates toapj from apk then
13: if Context(c) not in Cache(apj) then
14: Obtain Context(apk, c, apj)
15: end if
16: for all api ∈ Neighbor(apj) do
17: if wi(j) ≥ δ then
18: Propagate Context(apj , c, api)
19: end if
20: end for
21: end if
22: if client c reassociates toapk from apj then
23: for all api ∈ Neighbor(apj) do
24: Remove Context(apj , c, api)
25: end for
26: end if
27: if apj received Context(c) fromapi then
28: Insert Cache(apj , Context(c))
29: end if

IV. Optimal Threshold

To obtain the best performance in the SNC scheme,
the threshold (δ) should be carefully determined. The
lower the threshold is, the higher is the cache hit prob-
ability. However, as the threshold decreases, the total
signaling cost increases. Therefore, it is important
to find an optimal weight threshold minimizing the
signaling cost while meeting the lower bound of the
cache hit probability (Pth). To accomplish this, we
formulate the optimization problem as follows.

min Cost
s.t. H ≥ Pth

whereCost is the signaling cost caused by the con-
text transfer to neighbor APs andH is the cache hit
probability. LetPij andCij be the handoff probabil-
ity and context transfer cost fromapi to apj , respec-
tively. To calculateH andCost, we first define a step
function as Eq. (1).

u(Pij) =

{
1, Pij ≥ δ
0, Pij < δ

(1)

Using the step function,H andCost are given by
Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively.

H =
∑

i

∑

j

Qj · Pij · πi (2)

Cost =
∑

i

∑

j

u(Pij) · Cij · πi (3)

whereπi is the steady probability atapi and Qj

is the probability that an MH’s context information
is found atapj when the MH moves toapj . Qj is
calculated depending onPij .

1. Pij ≥ δ: Let ti be the residence time of an
MH at api. Although the MH’s context is propa-
gated toapj in advance, the cache miss occurs if
the number of arrivals of new contexts atapj is
larger than the cache size (denoted byM ). This
event is referred to ascache overflow. Let Pre

be the probability that the propagated context is
replaced by cache overflow. We assume that the
arrival process of new contexts follows a Poisson
distribution with rate ofλ. Then,Pre is given by
Eq. (4).

Pre =
∞∑

m=M

e−λti(λti)m

m!
(4)

Then,Qj is given by Eq. (5) whenPij is equal
to or greater thanδ. We assume thatti follows an
exponential distribution with rate ofµ.

Qj = 1−
∫ ∞

0
Pre(t) · f(t)dt

= 1−
∫ ∞

0
Pre(t) · µe−µtdt (5)
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2. Pij < δ: If Pij is less thanδ, no context is prop-
agated toapj . Even thoughapj does not receive
any context,apj may contain the MH’s context
in two cases: i) the MH visitedapj previously
and the context is not replaced yet or ii) the MH
visited apk, which is a neighbor AP ofapj and
Pkj ≥ δ, and the context is not replaced. Figure
3 illustrates these two cases. Letτ0, τ1, andτ2

denote the entering times toapk, api, andapj ,
respectively. In addition,Tj is the sum of the
residence time at APs before entering toapj (i.e.
τ2 − τ0). Tj is expressed as follows:

Tj = tk +
∞∑

l=0

tl + ti

wheretk andti are the residence times atapk and
api, respectively.

In this paper, we assume the AP residence time
is ideally and identically distributed (i.i.d.). In
addition, since the AP residence time is assumed
to follow an exponential distribution of rate ofµ.
Tj also follows an exponential distribution and
its service rate (µT ) is as follows.

µT =
µ

N
N ≥ 2

whereN is the number of APs visited duringTj .

Similarly to case 1 (i.e.Pij ≥ δ), Pre is given by
Eq. (6).

Pre(Tj) =
∞∑

m=M

e−λTj (λTj)m

m!
(6)

As mentioned before, to occur the cache hit in
apj at τ2, one of the following two conditions
should be met.

• apk = apj : the MH has previously visited
apj .

• apk 6= apj andPkj ≥ δ: the MH has not
visitedapj , butapk is a neighbor AP ofapj

andPkj ≥ δ.

Let Pvisit be the probability for the above
two cases. Then,Pvisit is equal to πj +∑
k

πk · u(Pkj). Accordingly,Qj is given by Eq.

(7) whenPij (as in Eq. (1)) is less thanδ.

apiapk apj

Tj

tk ti tj

t0 t1 t2

Figure 3: The timing diagram:Pij < δ

Qj = Pvisit ·
(

1−
∫ ∞

0

Pre(t) · fT (t)dt

)

= Pvisit ·
(

1−
∫ ∞

0

Pre(Tj) · µT e−µT tdt

)

(7)

whereµT is the average rate ofTj .

The above optimization problem is to find the max-
imum δ that meets the condition,H > Pth. To re-
solve this problem, we propose a simple binary search
algorithm as described in Algorithm 3.L andR de-
note the left and right boundary values, which are set
to 0 and 1, respectively. Flag,F , is used to check
whether there are weight thresholds meeting the con-
dition, H > Pth. In this algorithm,H(δ) denotes
the cache hit probability when the weight threshold
value isδ. If H(δ) is larger thanPth, a largerδ value
is tested in the next iteration. Otherwise, a smaller
δ value is evaluated. This iterations are repeated for
Niter times. However, if there are noδ values meet-
ing the constraint,H > Pth, more iterations (2 ·Niter)
are performed.

V. Performance Evaluation

V.A. Simulation Model

In the case of the SNC scheme, only the selected
neighbor APs receive the MH’s context. Therefore,
unnecessary signaling cost can be reduced. However,
if the MH moves to an AP not receiving the context
information in advance, the cache miss occurs and the
MH should perform aObtain Context() procedure.
Accordingly, the average handoff latency increases.
To evaluate the performance of the SNC scheme, we
have conducted simulations in a reference network
consisting of six APs. In our simulations, there are
two types of MHs: fast and slow MHs. The fast
MH’s AP residence time follows a Gamma distribu-
tion which mean is100sec and variance is1000sec2.
On the other hand, the slow MH’s residence time fol-
lows a Gamma distribution with mean of600sec and
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Algorithm 3 Determination of optimal weight thresh-
old (δ∗)

1: L ← 0;
2: R ← 1;
3: δ ← (L + R)/2;
4: F ← FALSE;
5: N ← Niter;
6: while N > 0 do
7: if H(δ) > Pth then
8: L ← δ;
9: δ ← (L + R)/2;

10: F ← TRUE;
11: else
12: R ← δ;
13: δ ← (L + R)/2;
14: end if
15: N ← N − 1;
16: if F = FALSE andN = 0 then
17: N ← Niter ∗ 2;
18: end if
19: end while

variance6000sec2. Total simulation time is10000sec
and the number of MHs is 100. In the PNC and
SNC schemes,Remove Context() procedure is im-
plemented to remove the propagated context main-
tained at the non-neighbor AP. However, each AP
manages its neighbor cache by the LRU replacement
policy, so thatRemove Context() procedure may
be redundant. Therefore, we investigate the effect
of Remove Context() procedure in the next section.
We illustrate the handoff probability (or weight) as a
matrix form (P) shown in Eq. (8). In Eq. (8), an
element representsPij that is the handoff probability
from api to apj .

P =




0 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.4 0
0.25 0 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.3
0.3 0.2 0 0.1 0.3 0.1
0.2 0.4 0.05 0 0.15 0.2
0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0 0.2
0.3 0.2 0.25 0.15 0.1 0




(8)

The steady state probability at each AP can be ob-
tained from Eq. (9) [17].

Π ·P = Π (9)

whereΠ = {π1, π2, π3, π4, π5, π6}. In the
given example,Π is calculated as follows:

Π = {0.1856, 0.2034, 0.1630, 0.1318, 0.1771, 0.1391}
In the simulation, we use the above handoff proba-

bility to investigate the cache hit probability and sig-

naling cost. The signaling cost is defined as the num-
ber of context propagations exchanged between APs.
In terms of threshold value (δ), three values (0.1, 0.15,
and 0.2) are evaluated. Ifδ is equal to 0.0, the SNC
scheme refers to the PNC scheme.

V.B. Cache Hit Probability

Intuitively, the PNC scheme can provide a higher
cache hit probability than the SNC scheme. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 4, the SNC scheme has a
higher cache hit probability than the PNC scheme.
This is because the MH’s mobility is low and there
is no Remove Context() procedure. In this case,
the PNC scheme, which actively propagates the
MH’s context to all neighbors, occupies the small-
sized cache more aggressively. Furthermore, since
Remove Context() procedure is not implemented,
the effect of context propagations is more notable.
In addition, when the MH has a lower mobility, the
cache hit probability that the propagated context will
be used in near future is too small. In other words,
the propagated context will be replaced by other new
contexts before it is reused. Consequently, propagat-
ing the MH’s context to more neighbor APs results
in negative effects, i.e. more frequent cache replace-
ments and a lower cache hit probability.

However, as the cache size increases from 30 to
90, the performance of the PNC scheme approaches
to that of the SNC scheme. This is because a large
number of propagations in the PNC scheme does not
degrade the cache hit probability, if the cache size is
sufficiently large.

Similar trends are observed in Figure 5. Namely,
even thoughRemove Context() procedure is im-
plemented, the performances of the SNC and PNC
schemes is highly dependent the MH’s mobility. In
short, if the MH’s mobility is low, the SNC scheme
outperforms the PNC scheme. When we compare Fig-
ures 5 with 4, the relative gain of the SNC scheme
to the PNC scheme is less whenRemove Context()
procedure is implemented.Remove Context() pro-
cedure prohibits unnecessary occupations of MH’s
context by eliminating the MH’s context at non-
neighbor APs. Therefore, the negative effect of the
PNC scheme is reduced. In addition, not implement-
ing Remove Context() procedure is better if the
MH’s mobility is low. Namely, in the case of low mo-
bility, maintaining the MH’s context as long as pos-
sible allows a higher cache hit probability by not re-
moving the previous contexts.

Figure 6 shows the cache hit probability when the
MH’s mobility is high and noRemove Context()
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Figure 4: Cache hit probability: noRemove Context() procedure and low mobility
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Figure 5: Cache hit probability:Remove Context() procedure and low mobility
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procedure is implemented. Unlike Figures 4, the PNC
scheme shows a higher hit probability even if the
cache size is small. In this case, the MH has a higher
mobility, the propagated MH’s context will be more
frequently referenced. Therefore, it is better to prop-
agate the MH’s context to as many neighbor APs as
possible. However, the difference between the PNC
and SNC schemes is not significant. On the other
hand, the cache hit probability increases proportional
to the increase of the cache size. In addition, overall
trends become similar to the result [18] with a infinite
cache size. From Figures 4 and 6, we conclude that
the effect of mobility is more dominant than the cache
size, in terms of the cache hit probability.

Figure 7 plots the cache hit probability as sim-
ulation time increases, when the mobility is high
and Remove Context() procedure is implemented.
Overall trends are similar to the results without
Remove Context() procedure. However, in the case
of a higher mobility, the the effect ofδ is more ap-
parent in Figure 7 compared with Figure 6. If there
is noRemove Context() procedure, the MH’s con-
text can be replaced only by cache replacement pol-
icy. Hence, all contexts are accumulated in the cache,
so that the slight difference ofδ has little impact
on the cache hit probability. On the other hand, if
Remove Context() procedure is implemented, the
propagated MH’s context at the non-neighbor AP will
be invalidated. Therefore, how many APs receive the
MH’s context has a direct effect on the cache hit prob-
ability.

As shown in Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, when
Remove Context() procedure is not implemented,
the SNC scheme shows a slightly higher cache hit
probability in the case of low mobility. In other words,
Remove Context() procedure does not guarantee a
higher cache hit probability in all cases. Therefore,
if the MH’s mobility is low, the implicit cache re-
moval (i.e. noRemove Context() procedure) is a
better choice because the implicit scheme requires a
less message overhead, as will be elaborated in the
next section. In addition, if the cache size is not suf-
ficiently large, the SNC scheme outperforms the PNC
scheme.

V.C. Signaling Cost

As mentioned before, the SNC scheme has an advan-
tage to the PNC scheme in terms of reducing the sig-
naling cost, which is defined the number of contexts
transmitted during the simulation time. Tables 1, 2,
and 3 summarize the relative signaling cost to the PNC
scheme (i.e. the signaling cost of the PNC scheme is

normalized to 1.0) when the cache size is 30, 60, and
90, respectively.

As the cache size increases, the relative signaling
cost decreases. Since the cache hit probability is
proportional to the cache size, the frequency of con-
text transfers is reduced when the cache size is large.
However, the effect of cache size is not remarkable.

Tables 1, 2, and 3 also show the variation of
the relative signaling cost asδ is changed. By in-
creasingδ from 0.1 to 0.2, the relative signaling
cost can be lowered by 10%-25%. Especially, when
Remove Context() procedure in not implemented,
the reduction of the relative signaling cost is more sig-
nificant. In terms of mobility, an MH with high mo-
bility requires more signaling cost because it performs
more handoffs than an MH with low mobility.

As shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3,
Remove Context() procedure results in a higher
relative signaling cost by 19-27%. However, as in-
dicated in the previous section,Remove Context()
procedure does not provides a higher cache hit proba-
bility, especially when the cache size is small and the
mobility is low. The results reveal that the implicit
cache removal policy is better than the explicit cache
removal policy, when we consider the signaling cost
as well as the cache hit probability. Consequently, the
proposed SNC scheme out performs the PNC scheme.

VI. Previous Works

Handoff latency in IEEE 802.11 networks can be di-
vided into three types of latency: scanning latency,
authentication latency, and reassociation latency [7].
The PNC scheme have been added to the final specifi-
cation of IAPP [16]. In addition to the PNC scheme, a
few schemes have been proposed to reduce the hand-
off latency in IEEE 802.11 networks.

As described in [7], the scanning latency is the
dominant latency among three types of latency. To
reduce the scanning latency, a new scheme was pro-
posed in [9]. [9] described the use of a novel discov-
ery method using a neighbor graph (NG) and non-
overlap graph (NOG). This scheme (referred to as
NG-pruning scheme) focused on reducing the total
number of probed channels as well as the total time
spent waiting on each channel. They suggested two
algorithms: the NG and NG-pruning algorithms. The
rationale behind the NG-pruning scheme is to ascer-
tain whether a channel needs to be probed or not (by
the NG algorithm) and whether the MH has to wait
more time on a specific channel before the expira-
tion of MaxChannelTime(by the NG-pruning algo-
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Figure 6: Cache hit probability: noRemove Context() procedure and high mobility
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Figure 7: Cache hit probability:Remove Context() procedure and high mobility

Table 1: Relative signaling cost: Cache size=30
Case δ = 0.2 δ = 0.15 δ = 0.1

No Remove Context() and high mobility 0.51174 0.61845 0.71962
No Remove Context() and low mobility 0.45163 0.52605 0.61458
Remove Context() and high mobility 0.70721 0.77089 0.83132
Remove Context() and low mobility 0.66061 0.70627 0.76047

Table 2: Relative signaling cost: Cache size=60
Case δ = 0.2 δ = 0.15 δ = 0.1

No Remove Context() and high mobility 0.47136 0.58719 0.69696
No Remove Context() and low mobility 0.43090 0.51433 0.60830
Remove Context() and high mobility 0.69885 0.76335 0.82515
Remove Context() and low mobility 0.65614 0.70444 0.75883
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Table 3: Relative signaling cost: Cache size=90
Case δ = 0.2 δ = 0.15 δ = 0.1

No Remove Context() and high mobility 0.42663 0.55132 0.67051
No Remove Context() and low mobility 0.40310 0.48930 0.58654
Remove Context() and high mobility 0.69271 0.75711 0.81962
Remove Context() and low mobility 0.65050 0.79765 0.75259

rithm). The NG abstracts the hand-off relationships
between the different APs. Using the NG, the set of
channels on which neighboring APs are currently op-
erating and the set of neighbor APs on each channel
can be learned. Based on this information, an MH
can determine whether a channel needs to be probed
or not. On the other hand, the NOG abstracts the
non-overlapping relations among the APs. Two APs
are considered to be non-overlapping if and only if
the MH cannot communicate with both of them with
acceptable link quality. So that, if the MH received
a probe response frame fromAPi, andAPi is non-
overlapping withAPj , the MH cannot receive a re-
sponse message fromAPj (i.e. principle of non-
overlapping). By using the NOG, the MH can prune
some of the APs that are non-overlapping with the AP
groups that have already responded from the waiting
group.

In [10], a new handoff scheme using a selective
scanning algorithm and caching mechanism was pro-
posed (referred to as thechannel map scheme). The
rationale of selective scanning is to scan only a well-
selected subset of all available channels. Channel se-
lection is performed by means of a channel mask that
is built when the driver is first loaded at the AP. (i.e.
do full-scanning at first, and construct channel masks
according to the information so obtained.) In IEEE
802.11b, only three channels do not overlap among
all 11 channels (The IEEE 802.11b standard provides
for 14 possible channels, but only the first 11 channels
of them are used in the US.). Hence, in a well config-
ured wireless network, all or most of the APs operate
on channels 1, 6, and 11. Consequently, the channel
map is formed using the formula “channels scanned
at first full-scanning + 1 + 6 + 11 - the current chan-
nel”. By using this channel mask, an MH can reduce
the amount of unnecessary time that it spends prob-
ing non-existent channels among neighboring APs. To
further reduce the handoff delay, the cache mechanism
was also introduced. The basic idea of the caching
mechanism is to store the handoff history of each MH.
When an MH associates with an AP, the AP is inserted
into the cache. When a handoff is needed, the MH

first checks the entries in the cache corresponding to
the MAC address of the current AP. If there is a cor-
responding cache entry, the MH can associated with
the AP without the need for any further probing pro-
cedure.

In [11], SyncScanwhich is a fast handoff scheme
for continuously tracking nearby access points by syn-
chronizing short listening periods at the client with pe-
riodic transmissions from each access point. Namely,
SyncScan replaces the large transient overhead of ac-
tive access point discovery with a continuous process
that passively monitors other channels for the pres-
ence of nearby access points. The potential disruption
of channel switching is minimized by synchronizing
short listening periods at the client with regular pe-
riodic transmissions from each access point. This ap-
proach does not require any modification to the 802.11
protocol itself and it can be incrementally deployable.
However, the proposed continuous scanning scheme
is not free from the synchronization problem. In addi-
tion, its performance was evaluated only in the limited
network environment.

In [13], the authors split the handoff process into
three phases: detection, search, and execution. To re-
duce the detection time, an MH starts the search phase
as soon as collision can be excluded as a reason for
failure. Namely, based on the probability distribu-
tion, if a frame and its two consecutive retransmis-
sions fail, the MH can conclude that the frame failure
is caused by the MH’s movement (i.e. further hand-
off process (search phase) is required) not collision.
In terms of search time, a selective active scanning
scheme, which scans a smaller list of configured chan-
nels not all available channels, was mentioned. At
last, the pre-authentication scheme was described in
order to reduce the authentication time in the execu-
tion phase.

In [13], Velayos at al. proposed a fast handoff de-
tection scheme. In this work, they used the frame
loss distribution caused by collisions, in order to de-
termine the optimal handoff timing to a new AP. To
reduce the handoff detection time, the MH starts the
channel probe procedure as soon as it judges that col-
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lision can be excluded as a reason for frame failure.
Namely, based on the probability distribution, if a
frame and its two consecutive retransmissions fail, the
MH can conclude that the frame failure is caused by
the MH’s movement (i.e. a further handoff process is
required) and not by collision. In addition, they de-
rived new values forMaxChannelTimeandMinChan-
nelTimefrom their measurement results and analyti-
cal models. Specifically, they used the smaller values
of 1 msec and 10.24 msec forMaxChannelTimeand
MinChannelTime, respectively. As a result of these re-
duced timer values, the active scanning operation pro-
vides a less channel probe delay.

A predictive handoff scheme reducing the authen-
tication and reassociation latencies was proposed in
[12]. In this scheme, multiple APs are proacitvely
authenticated depending on the MH’s mobility pat-
tern and service class. To predict the mobility pattern,
the concept of the frequent handoff region (FHR) was
introduced. The FHR is a set of APs which have a
high possibility of being visited by an MH in the near
future. The FHR is constructed based on the hand-
off frequency and the MH’s priority at the central-
ized system. The FHR can readily be implemented
based on the IEEE 802.1x model [14]. From several
measurement studies [4], the number of APs associ-
ated with an MH during its service time is bounded
to 2 or 3 APs. Therefore, the FHR-based scheme pre-
authenticates a part of the adjacent APs which are lo-
cated at a maximum two hop distance from the current
AP. Accordingly, the FHR-based scheme may not pro-
vide a lower handoff delay in a highly mobile environ-
ment.

VII. Conclusion

It is an important issue to reduce handoff latency
and support seamless mobility in IEEE 802.11 net-
works. In this paper, we proposed the selective neigh-
bor caching (SNC) scheme, which balances trade-off
between the handoff delay and the signaling cost. The
SNC scheme propagates a mobile host’s context only
to the selected neighbor access points (APs) consider-
ing handoff patterns. When the context transfer is per-
formed, the neighbor APs with equal handoff proba-
bilities to or higher handoff probabilities than a prede-
fined threshold value are selected. We investigate the
effect of mobility, cache size on the cache hit prob-
ability and the signaling cost through comprehensive
simulations. The results reveal that the SNC scheme
provides a comparable cache hit probability while sig-
nificantly reducing the signaling overhead in IEEE

802.11 networks. In our future works, we will eval-
uate the performance of the SNC scheme using real
WLAN traffic traces.
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